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Waters et al. (2008) 

There are 48 unique chemicals for which Fub and %-recovery were determined at each
plasma concentration. Figure 5 illustrates the lack of correlation between Fub values and
%-recovery. For this set of chemicals, the correlation between the two parameters is
17% overall across the three plasma concentrations. While there is no meaningful
relationship between Fub measurements and %-recovery, there exists high recovery
percentages (>85%) for a range of unbound fractions. In general, low percent recovery
suggests that Fub measurements for certain chemicals are potentially underestimated
or overestimated due to various types of degradation or assay plate wall binding
interactions.

High Throughput Determinations of Critical Dosing Parameters

High throughput toxicokinetics (HTTK) is an approach that allows for rapid estimations of TK for hundreds of environmental chemicals. HTTK-based reverse dosimetry (i.e, reverse
toxicokinetics or RTK) is used in order to convert high throughput in vitro toxicity screening (HTS) data into predicted human equivalent doses, which can be linked with biologically
relevant exposure scenarios. Therefore, HTTK provides critical data in order to prioritize the risk for thousands of chemicals that lack TK data. The unbound fraction of a chemical in
plasma (Fub) is a critical HTTK parameter that can be measured in vitro. However, for current methods whereby Fub is measured at 100% plasma concentration, Fub is below the limits
of quantitation (LOQ) for high throughput analytical chemistry for chemicals that bind strongly to plasma, and therefore cannot be quantified. In order to quantify Fub, a novel method
was implemented for 85 strategically selected chemicals: Fub was measured at 10%, 30%, and 100% of physiological plasma concentrations using rapid equilibrium dialysis assays.
Chemicals were selected based on their capacity to be potent in vitro estrogen signaling disruptors (Rotroff et al. 2014), having NHANES data, or either having no HTTK data or a
failed Fub assay. Including plasma concentrations substantially lower than physiological levels allows the direct measurement of unbound chemical concentrations. The consequent Fub
estimates at lower protein concentration can be extrapolated to physiological levels. At 100% plasma concentration, assays yielded values below LOQ for 34 chemicals. Fub could be
quantified for 12 of these 34 chemicals at 10% and/or 30% plasma concentrations, which suggests that assay failure at 100% plasma concentration was caused by plasma protein
binding for these chemicals. For the remaining 22 chemicals, assay failure may be due to chemical insolubility, susceptibility to enzymatic or other degradation, and ability to bind to
RED device constituents such as assay plate walls or dialysis membrane. As a result of using this new approach, ~35% of missing Fub values were captured and would have been
missing with the use of previous HTTK protocols. This abstract does not necessarily reflect U.S. EPA policy.

Introduction:

• One major challenge facing the use of high-
throughput screening (HTS) in vitro assay
methods is relating in vitro bioactive doses to
their equivalent human in vivo doses in a rapid
and scaled manner.1-4

• A critical parameter for many In vitro to in
vivo extrapolation (IVIVE) methods is fraction
of unbound chemical in plasma (Fub). 5-6

• Rapid equilibrium dialysis7 (RED) assays
depicted in Figure 1, have been used to
quantify Fub at 100% physiological plasma
concentrations.

• However, Fub values are often not determined
by the RED assay due to unbound chemical
concentrations being below the limit of
quantitation (LOQ).

• This project analyzes a new method for
determining Fub at various reduced plasma
concentrations.

• The ability to infer Fub on a large scale is crucial for high throughput assessments. However, it is important to identify sources of systematic error and
then use optimal methods to quantify uncertainty. A Bayesian model was employed (using ‘runjags’ package in R) in order to predict Fub at 100%
plasma concentration. This model incorporated all 8 individual analytical measurements and accounted for analytical precision and calibration.

• Median Fub predictions from the JAGS model was compared against average quantitated Fub values based on duplicate trials for ~50 previously
mentioned chemicals. Figure 6 shows that the JAGS model does a pretty good job of predicting Fub values (R2 ~0.81), which indicates that we can
reasonably trust the uncertainty estimates. Line edges represent the prediction error in the model; specifically the 5th and 95th percentiles.

• For recent RED analyses of 85 ToxCast chemicals, a little over half (48) of their Fub values were quantitated at all three plasma
concentrations plasma concentrations, which enables us to identify optimal RED assay methods for future studies.

• For 14 out of 34 chemicals whose Fub values were below limits of quantitation (LOQ) at 100% plasma concentration, their values
could be determined at either 10% or 30% plasma concentration,

• The low correlation between high %-recovery and high Fub points to an opportunity to explore chemical binding, competition
and/or degradation interactions that may take place inside of assay wells causing assay failure or underestimated readings.

• Bayesian analysis via JAGS proved useful in inferring Fub for environmental compounds. The results provided a quantitative
estimate of measurement uncertainty in Fub that we can then use to estimate uncertainty in model predictions that use the
measured Fub values.

• These new methods will increase the number of chemicals with available human equivalent doses (experimental or inferred) for
further prioritization.

*Chemical may not be found 
in PBS-side if Fub is 0

OBJECTIVE:
Increase the total number of chemicals for which
IVIVE can performed by: determining Fub for
chemicals whose values are below LOQ by varying
the plasma concentration used in rapid equilibrium
dialysis (RED) assays.

Bayesian Hierarchical Model for Inferring Fub 
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Figure 1: RED Method to Determine Plasma Protein Binding

Figure 2: RED Analysis Methods for Fub Determination

Methods I: Determine Fraction Unbound (Fub)

Methods II: Chemical Recovery (%-Recovery)

Methods I:
• Figure 2 illustrates a more detailed experimental procedure (Step 1 and 2) and summarizes how Fub is determined analytically. In the experiment, three plasma concentrations
were used: 10%, 30%, and 100% for 85 commercial chemicals.

• For each chemical, peak area ratios were measured in duplicates for four different sample types: blank samples, plasma samples at t = 0, plasma samples at t = final (equilibrium
reached), and phosphate buffer solution samples at t = final. These 8 measurements were taken at three different plasma concentrations, for a total of 24 measurements for each
chemical.

Methods II:
• Figure 3 describes a method determining efficacy. After plasma is spiked with a chemical, some of it is placed in the plasma side of the RED device (left well), while some of it goes
through a chemical extraction process.

• At the end of the experiment, solutions from both sides of the RED device go through a chemical extraction process. The final amount is divided by the initial amount to yield the
amount of chemical that is recovered from the experiment (%-Recovery).

Figure 3: RED Analysis Methods for Determining %-Recovery

Figure 4: Chemicals Below LOQ at 100% [Plasma]

•Figures 4A and 4B show the overlap of chemicals for which Fub was not detectable at
100% plasma concentration ([plasma]) but were detected at 30% and 10% [plasma]. As
a result of this experiment, 22 additional Fub values were captured (14 unique
chemicals).

•In this analysis, a chemical below LOQ is defined as one whose Fub has either not be
quantitated or has been quantitated as being equal to zero.
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Figure 5: Fub Quantitation and %-Recovery

Figure 6: JAGS Model for Inferring Fub from RED Assays
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